
sought careers in other fields, he occupy a high-status position. The 
4 typical first-generation affluent couldn't understand why."

business owner has a high net worth We all relate well with those who are 
but often low self-esteem. The low-involved with us. This is more the 
status, high-net worth parent often truth with children. You need to rub 
loves vicariously through his well-your shoulders with them while they 
educated adult children who occupy are growing. Expectations that they 
high status professions. Most of the will carry forward your dreams are 
children of the affluent never do futile if you have not shared their load 
become business owners. Money is of the pains of growing up. “The 
second or third on their list of goals problem is Dads are doing when the 

8amily businesses should groom and achievements.”kids are learning and what the kids 
their youngsters since early F learn is often a shame. The kids grow Proper communication and freedom 

childhood. “The attitudes of children up during Dad's doing years, the years of choice are the keys. “By giving 
towards the business will be formed when more was better, the years when children the opportunity to go into the 
by their parents' discussion of the he spent so much time away from family business and properly 
business at home.  When parents are home that when he finally did walk in preparing them for it, parents can 
positive about the challenges and the door, the dog bit him and the kids instill in them the values that have 
demands of their work, the children wondered who was kissing their made their own labors so rewarding.  2will adopt a similar viewpoints.” mother. Is it any wonder the kids are This is not to say that children should 

A child who observes that his less than enthusiastic about the be cut off from other opportunities or 
5father is unhappy about discouraged from following the path business?”

business experiences and down which their talents may lead Children need a fair chance to 
bears a gloomy look every them.  And you should be careful not understand the value of the family 
evening when he comes back to convey the message that your heart business in their life. Their ignorance 
from work, assumes that the will be broken if your children don't can lead them to careers with lesser 
f ami ly  bus iness  i s  an  enter your business.  The idea is to opportunities. “Children are eager to 
unpleasant experience. When present the family business as a soak up the virtues of what their 

he grows up, he falls for any option, potentially rewarding career, rather parents do. If you want them to feel a 
which he feels, can assure him a than as a miserable time-drain that kinship to the firm, it's up to you to let 
happy life that his father was deprived keeps Mom and Dad too busy and them hear some good news. If you 

9of. He fails to develop any attachment etches furrows in their brows.”have a great sales team, excellent 
or commitment to the family customer relationships, or if you just References
business. grabbed an important account or 1
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FAMILY BUSINESS

Grooming the Youngsters - Part I

“Generally, discussions at home about 
business are an unwelcome subject.  
What we must realize is that what we say 
and do affects the lives of our children 
starting at a very early age.  Not using 
dinner-table conversation to teach is a 
missed opportunity.  A lot can be 

1accomplished at the dinner table.”

- Marshall B. Paisner

Why some youngsters are not keen to join their Family Businesses
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